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One of the greatest factors in promoting the study of the small-
cage C2B4 carborane systems was the almost limitless supply of
the pentaborane(9) (B5H9), obtained from an extensive U.S.-
government surplus, which can then be reacted with a suitable
alkyne to form the carborane. At present, that source is no longer
available, nor is there a commercial source to take its place.1 For
research to continue in this area, a new, convenient, and safe method
of producing the pentaborane(9) must be developed. Ideally, what
is desired is a one-pot method of generating pentaborane(9) from
a readily available starting material, such as NaBH4, which could
then further react with the appropriate alkyne to generate, in situ,
the corresponding small cage carborane.

Although the pentaborane(9) is a reactive liquid and is potentially
explosive when mixed with air,1 it is an important synthon for a
number of higher polyhedral borane cages, including [B9H14]-,2

[B11H14]-,3 [B12H12]2- and other cage expanded borane anions,4

and the neutral decaborane, B10H14.5 The corresponding10B-
enriched species are the precursors for a number of potential boron
drugs for use in the clinical trials using boron neutron capture
therapy (BNCT). Since there is no commercial source available
for any of these species with the exception of the most expensive
10B10H14,6 a convenient synthesis for hitherto unisolated10B-
enriched pentaborane(9) has an obvious appeal. It is this incentive
that led us to explore alternative routes to10B-enriched polyhedral
boranes starting from readily available boric acid, H3

10BO3. Herein
we report a new synthetic advance in the preparation of boron-10
enriched pentaborane(9) and its one-pot conversion to cage-fused
neutralanti-10B18H22, a compound envisioned to be a precursor in
BNCT research.

Thus, the boron-10-enriched boric acid, H3
10BO3, was converted

to the corresponding sodium borohydride, Na10BH4, in essentially
quantitative yields, by using slightly modified literature methods
that involve the formation of butyl borate, (n-OBu)310B, first and
then reacting it with NaH in mineral oil at 250°C (see eqs 1 and
2).7,8

The subsequent oxidation reaction of Na10BH4 with I2 in diglyme,
followed by the addition of dioxane during the purification step,
gave the dioxane-complexed sodium salt of octahydrotriborate (-1),
Na[10B3H8]‚3(C4H8O2), in almost quantitative yields (see eq 3).9

Although these synthetic routes were established in the early
1950s and 1970s, they are still the best available methods for these
species. The use of hot mineral oil, as in the industrial procedure,10

prevented the cake formation of the reactant/product mixture in eq
2. With the exception of improvising the routes to a bench-scale
preparation of the corresponding10B-enriched species,11 there were
no ground-breaking additional observations in eqs 1-3 that are
worthy of special comments.

Treatment of Na[10B3H8]‚3(C4H8O2) with NiCl2 in anhydrous
benzene or heavy mineral oil at 110°C (see eq 4) gave the
corresponding10B5H9 as the first isolated10B-enriched pentaborane-
(9) in a laboratory environment.12 Although there have been a

number of other methods for the preparation of natural B5H9,13-15

the reaction written in eq 4 is by far the most convenient,
straightforward, and the safest method of choice to date. Since the
10B-enriched pentaborane is the only borane product of high
volatility, its production, easy isolation, and safe storage in heavy
mineral oil make this method most attractive to not only those who
work with small-cage (C2B4) carboranes and metallacarboranes but
also to the laboratories that did not have the access to this material
previously.

The reaction of natural pentaborane(9) has been profitably
exploited for the syntheses of a number of cage-expanded boron
hydrides including the [B9H14]- ion.2-5 Therefore, the10B-enriched
pentaborane(9) was converted to lithium or sodium salt of the
corresponding [10B9H14]- in situ by the method described elsewhere2

and was reacted further with anhydrous NiCl2 in 2:1 molar ratio to
produce the neutral fused borane,anti-10B18H22, in 42% yield (see
Scheme 1) as a single pure isomer.16 The natural analogue of this
species, along with itssyn-isomer as a mixture,17,18 has been
synthesized by the oxidation reaction of the [closo-B10H10]2- ion,
derived from decaborane, and is the most expensive borane reagent
on the market.6 In view of the fact that the biomolecules carrying
large-cage borane moieties have the potential to deliver more10B
atoms to the specific tumor cells for an effective BNCT in cancer
treatment,19 the synthetic route presented in Scheme 1 is of special
interest in that its10B-enriched species can be prepared in sufficient
quantities in laboratory settings as a precursor to large-cage bio-
boron analogues including those of the fused-cage [10B22H22]2-

ion.20 Nonetheless, this work constitutes the first systematic
synthetic approach to pentaborane(9) of both natural and10B-
enriched analogues and to their cage-expanded neutral and anionic* To whom correspondence should be addressed. E-mail: nhosmane@niu.edu.
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Na[10B3H8]‚3(C4H8O2) + 2 H2 + 2 NaI (3)
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borane species. Detailed investigations on the related boron
hydrides, carboranes, and metallacarboranes of both the C2B4- and
C2B10-cage systems are currently underway in our laboratories.
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Scheme 1. Synthesis of anti-10B18H22 from 10B5H9
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